INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FINAL PROJECT REPORT FORM

DEP AGREEMENT NO.: This is the number on your grant agreement that starts with CM_ _ _

GRANTEE NAME: Enter the name of the grantee’s agency.

PROJECT TITLE: Enter the Title shown on the first page of the grant agreement.

NOAA AWARD NUMBER: Enter the NOAA award number as shown on the first page of the grant agreement.

MONTH & YEAR: Enter month and year of publication.

The Final Project Report must contain the following sections: Executive Summary, Methodology, Outcome and Further Recommendations. The Final Project Report must comply with the publication requirements in the Grant Agreement. A draft should be submitted electronically to the Department’s Grant Manager for approval. After approval by the Florida Coastal Management Program, two (2) hard copies and an electronic copy shall be submitted to the Department’s Grant Manager. Final payment will be held until receipt and approval of the Final Project Report.

Questions regarding completion of the Final Project Report should be directed to the Department’s Grant Manager, identified in the Contacts section of this Agreement.